Flavor of the Week

Toasted marshmallow!

Sure, you love ‘em in s’mores, but these days toasted marshmallows are the “it” topping for almost every kind of dessert! Just ask the chefs at New York City’s popular Max Brenner cafe, where diners can roast their own marshmallows in little ovens at the table—or the ice-cream artisans at L.A.’s Neveux Artisan Creamery, who dish out scoops of yummy toasted marshmallow ice cream!

Enjoy toasted marshmallow this week!

- Add fluffy toasted marshmallows to a banana-and-peanut butter or Nutella sandwich!
- Skewer jumbo marshmallows and strawberries and grill the kebabs for dessert!
- Add a layer of mini marshmallows on top of your favorite pie and use a small kitchen torch to brown ‘em just before serving!

Toasted ’Mallow Milkshake

Toast 12 large marshmallows over grill or in broiler on a baking sheet lined with greased parchment paper. Let cool 1 minute. Blend 10 marshmallows and 1/3 cup chocolate milk in blender for 10 seconds. Add 10 oz. vanilla ice cream and blend 10 seconds. Pour into 2 glasses and garnish with remaining marshmallows—toasted sides up!—and chocolate shavings.

Shop Smart!

You deserve the best...Travel essentials!

Planning a getaway? Take our experts’ favorite problem-solving gadgets to ensure your trip is smooth sailing! If you want . . .

- **Smart gadget storage:**
  Cocoon GRID-IT! CPG10 Organizer
  “From cable and cords to hand sanitizer and gum, Cocoon’s ‘object-management’ system keeps your travel essentials tightly in place and at the ready,” raves Mike Richard (Vagabondish.com). "A series of thick, elastic bands in varying sizes ensure even your smallest goodies don’t go missing in your bag!"
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  ➥ $19.99 at CocoonInnovations.com

- **To keep your electronics dry:**
  SealLine Medium Waterproof Pouch
  “If you want to keep your electronics dry at the beach, on a boat or in the rain, this is it!” says Leslie Willmott, director of marketing for Smart Travel Press. The clear, lightweight pouch lets you operate gadgets like your phone’s GPS right through the case. Plus, the UV-resistant tote is fully submersible. “It doubles as a waterproof wallet!” she adds.
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  ➥ $25 at Magellans.com

- **A lightweight, durable suitcase:**
  eBags EXO Hardside Spinner Carry-On
  “This is hands-down the best bang-for-your-buck luggage I’ve ever used,” says Richard. “It’s lightweight, sturdy and features self-healing zippers for snag-free packing. An adjustable shelf divides the interior to ensure your clothes don’t wind up in a wrinkled heap at the bottom of the bag.” And it weighs less than eight pounds!
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  ➥ $149.99 at eBags.com

- **Cold storage for Rx’s, snacks and makeup:**
  IcyBag Chilled and Insulated Bag
  “For medications that need to be kept cold, snacks and anything else requiring protection from heat, IcyBag is a must-have!” says travel expert Anya Clowers (JetWithComfort.com). Just chill the TSA-compliant 3-oz. gel pack in the freezer overnight and pop it in the bag before you go for melt-proof storage!
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  ➥ $18 at IcyBag.com

- **The ultimate toiletry tote:**
  eBags Pack-It-Flat Toiletry Kit
  “This bag has four separate compartments and comes with five refillable bottles,” says Claire Newell, author of Travel Best Bets. “It wraps flat for packing and its removable hanger is perfect for hanging it on the back of a bathroom door!” The best part? It zips closed to just over two inches thick!
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  ➥ $29.99 at eBags.com
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